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This is how I started my preparation for this talk: I sketched an outline 
by drawing a simple mind map. Yes: this can be also done by an 
outliner software, or a word processor (MS Word has a good outliner 
built-in) or by the outline view of a presentation application – such as 
MS PowerPoint)

But there is an ease doing this using a mind mapping application. The point 
of my talk is to explore whether there is an advantage in using such 
applications as a teaching tool. 
To this effect, I describe the sources of my interest in mind mapping, my 
reservations about PowerPoint; I enumerate some existing free applications, 
indicate the one I chose for my course MET HI 480 Panaroma of Islamic 
Ideas, and give a detailed descriptions of it and highlight the advantages and 
disadvantages this kind of software as a teaching tool.  



Actually before drawing the outline, I had to brainstorm a little bit. I remembered 
that I had presented to my students the tools we were about to use. This material 
could be a good starting point. I located the old directories and copied them to a 
new locations. 

Note that the icons for the folders and files depict hot-links. By clicking on them, 
you can see the contents of the folders or open the files using the applications 
associated with them. This diagram will expand as the work will progress. Using 
the same tool for managing the task as well as the task itself has some 
advantages: it indicates that the tool operates in the context of discovery, in 
contrast many of the software tools being in the context of presentation.



Is PowerPoint Evil?



FreeMind was the first 
mind map application. I 
drop it because I was not 
happy about visual 
properties. The tool didn't 
look expressive enough.

I  used Compendium in the 
corporation context for 
various purposes.  It wasn't 
easy to use to support the 
dynamism of brainstorming.

I found Personal Brain's look 
and feel pleasing, its usage 
model flexible,  but its free 
version's features were less 
than satisfactory

Never found quality time to 
explore Vue. Its support for 
semantic web constructs is of 
some interest



AT-A-GLANCE



A Detail Rich Map



A  Map for Musicians



Capturing a Study

I believe it is not so much the outcome, 
the product, the diagram; but the 
process, the tool's support for the 
dynamism of thinking is the point



Le silence eternel des ces espaces infinis 
m'effraie – Blaise Pascal

The eternal silence of these infinite spaces 
frightens me – Blaise Pascal.



Solar System – A Closer Look 

I included the Solar System to show 
the topical expressivity of the tool



Structural Semantics

This is what distinguishes a 
mind mapping application 
from a drawing tool:  It is 
designed around almost a 
formal system that can be 
interpreted in various ways 

Strictly speaking, one needs 
to be careful in seggregating 
the references and sense or 
denotations and 
connotations while talking 
about computation artifact: 
For example file and 
workbook might be a case 
in point. 



Structural Semantics - Examplified

The outline view depicts the types of the topics and their hierarchy



Visual & Associative Properties

XMind artifacts have many 
visual properties that can be 
changed under user control

XMind with its support for links 
to WEB, local files & folders as 
well as its own topics presents a 
unified interface to the 
computing enviroment

[SMALL PRINT]
But one needs to be careful about local links:
- they get broken easily if files and folders are copied elsewhere
- they make sharing of the XMind files difficult
    Using relative links are helpful
    Relying on folders as mounted volumes (under windows) also helps

Additional visual tools such as boundary 
and summary brings additional 
expressiveness to XMind



THEMES

The instructor seems to have 
a fondness for academese



The So-Called PRO & CON's

Presentation mode of the PRO version seems to 
combine best of the two worlds

Key Question: Did the students like 
the usage of this tool?

Are mind map tools handy outliners?
Do they help with high-resolution 
information relay or sharing?

Are mind map tools handy outliners?
Do they help with high-resolution 
information relay or sharing?



My Usage Pattern
relied extensively on linkages & 
visual aids, exploited many features

I have been a happy camper because of 
ECLIPSE based UI design

I had to deal with some Windows in 
particular Vista related problems

I found XMind
- very good in course preparation
- good in presentation
- difficult in material sharing



They had also to live following
a flowchart after all!



Life of the Prophet

To understand these people is 
the basis for understanding the 
history of Islam

Tribes & Clans



Islamic Philosophy is the bridge 
between the old & new and an 
original contributor to both 



Can we talk?
PowerPoint...
Mind Maps...

with or
without...
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